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ORiENt yOuR  
chaiNRiNgs AROuNd yOuR  
RidiNg stylE... literally
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As a mountain biker, you are likely fearless to 

embrace new technology. since the origin of 

the bicycle, improving pedaling efficiency has 

persistently challenged inventors to come up 

with the most intelligent design to accomplish a 

single goal: to create a better riding experience. 

ROTOR Q-Rings for MtB go one step further by 

allowing you to fine-tune your improved riding 

experience by orienting your chainrings around 

the most productive part of your pedal stroke. 

For better traction and faster acceleration out 

of curves, your Optimum Chainring Position 

(OCP) takes advantage of the area where you 

apply the most force during a pedal rotation and 

compensates for the least productive part.

sET UP

Li
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PULL Back

DOWN sTROkE
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HOw ARE Q-RiNgs diFFERENt?

HOw dO Q-RiNgs wORk?

Early versions of oval chainrings failed because of improper orientation, 

ovalization, or form factor (or all three), which produced irregular pedal 

rotations that led to pain-causing stress on the knees. 

QX rings’ intelligent design orients the chainring around a rider’s 

unique pedaling characteristics and includes subtle but efficient ovality: 

smallest diameter at weakest point of pedal stroke, maximum diameter 

at strongest point of pedal stroke, and adjustability to ensure minimum 

diameter related to the start of the pedal stroke and maximum diameter 

related to peak power. 

Q-RiNg ZONEs
the maximum diameter of the QX rings occurs where the greatest 

amount of power is produced in the pedal stroke. the minimum diameter 

of the QX ring occurs where the “dead spots” are located.

your Optimum chainring Position (OcP) allows you to vary the angle 

where your QX ring offers its greatest resistance by adjusting it to the 

precise point where you deliver the maximum power during a single 

pedal rotation. you can determine your OcP if you know your Optimum 

chainring angle (Oca), which can be found by conducting a TORQUE 

360 pedal analysis via ROTOR’s iNpower User software.

the main goal of QX rings is to minimize the negative effects of dead 

spots during a rider’s pedal stroke while maximizing power output. 

Round chainrings try to make you produce a constant power output 

as shown with the dotted line. A leg can’t deliver constant power 

throughout the pedal stroke as shown by the green lines (average 

torque curve for a cyclist’s left and right leg). A QX ring offers chainring 

resistance (as shown by the purple line) that best corresponds to your 

actual power output. QX rings help you maintain a lower cadence with 

a lower gear so you don’t get stuck in those critical areas full of rocks, 

roots and steps.
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QX1  
sRAM gXP ® COMPAtiBlE

QX1  
sPECiAliZEd sPidER

QX1  
CANNONdAlE F-si Ai sPidER

]] 35g per sRAM BB30 version
]] 76mm BCd spider
]] 6 compatible spiders are available for sRAM BB30, sRAM gXP®, specialized, Cannondale F-si Ai
]] designed to work with QX1 and noQX1 ROtOR chainrings

QX1’s efficient 12.5% ovality can be oriented around the most productive part of your pedal stroke 
to give you better traction on climbs and quicker acceleration when clearing sharp curves. QX1 
offers 3 Optimum chainring Positions (OcP), which were carefully designed to optimize your 
downstroke and save energy so that you can outkick, outsprint and generally outlast the rider you 
used to be.
 
Alternating wide/narrow single ring tooth profile
100% CNC-machined, 7075-t6 aluminum alloy
Aero design and reinforced rigidity
3 OCP points (2-3-4)
designed to work with all 9, 10 and 11 speed groupsets

in addition to biomechanical performance, there was one more important factor when designing QX1 rings: compatibility. we wanted everyone to be 
able to ride QX1 so we designed a range of QX1 spiders to work with other cranks on the market.

OvAlity 12.5% 

QX1 BCd 76 QX1 BCd 104

QX1  
shimano XtR BCd 96

]] 54g per 34t
]] sizes: 34t, 36t

]] 50g (32t)
]] sizes: 32t, 34t, 36t 96mm BCd

]] 50g per 28t
]] sizes: 28t, 30t, 32t, 34t, 36t 76mm BCd
]] Compatible spiders are available for ROtOR, sRAM, 
specialized and Cannondale F-si Ai crankset.
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QX2 BCd 104/64
]] 110g per set 40/27, 95g per set 38/25
]] sizes: Outer - 40, 38t · inner - 27, 25t

Oval chainrings featuring subtle but efficient 10% ovality where the smallest diameter is at the 
weakest point of the pedal stroke and the maximum diameter at the strongest point of the 
pedal stroke. QX2 offers 3 Optimum chainring Positions (OcP), which can be adjusted to take 
advantage of the pedal stroke’s most-productive zone.
 
Alternating wide/narrow single ring tooth profile
100% CNC-machined, 7075-t6 aluminum alloy
Aero design and reinforced rigidity
3 OCP points (2-3-4)
designed to work with all 9, 10 and 11 speed groupsets

QX2 BCd 110/60
]] 95g per set 38/26
]] sizes: Outer - 40, 39, 38, 36t · inner - 27, 26, 25, 22t

QX2 BCd 120/80 (sRAM)
]] 110g per set 40/27, 95g per set 38/26
]] sizes: Outer - 40, 38t · inner - 27, 26t

OvAlity 10% XT XTR

shimano Deore XT  
compatible Q-Rings.
you choose your components 
carefully, especially if your 
bike reflects your identity as 
a mountain biker. For you we 
designed special QX1 and 
QX2 oval chainrings to fit your 
shimano Deore XT 8000 cranks. 
Available in BCd 96/64 for your  
1x or 2x shimano MtB cranks.

shimano XTR compatible Q-Rings.
you´ve been brand-loyal since you first swung your leg over a  
bike - there’s no need to swap out your shimano XTR 9000 cranks  
to accommodate our QX rings, ROTOR has crafted QX1’s and QX2’s  
just for you. QX rings offer 3 Optimum chainring Positions (OCP), 
which can be dialed in to take advantage of the most-powerful part 
of your pedal stroke to give you faster acceleration and better traction 
when you need it most. Available in BCd 96/64.

QX1 QX2
]] 53g for the 32t
]] sizes: 32, 34 and 36t

]] sizes: 39/26, 38/25 and 36/22
]] 62g for the 36t
]] 17g for the 22t

QX1 QX2
]] 51g for the 32t
]] sizes: 32, 34 and 36t

]] sizes: 39/26, 38/25 and 36/22
]] 57g for the 36t
]] 19g for the 22t

N
EW

N
EW

QX2 XtR 96/64 BCd
]] 106 g per set 38/25
]] sizes: Outer - 39t, 38t, 36t inner - 26t, 25t, 22t

XT XTR
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DiREcT MOUNT 
CHAiNRiNgs 
in addition to biomechanical performance, there was one more important factor when designing our Q-Rings: compatibility.  
New Direct Mount Q-Rings allow you to upgrade your sRAM gXP®, sRAM BB30, and Race Face Cinch crankset to go oval. direct Mount QX 
rings can be dialed in to take advantage of the most-powerful part of your pedal stroke to give you faster acceleration and better traction 
when you need it most. 

]] sizes: 30, 32, 34
]] OCP3
]] Chainline: standard
]] Compatible with: sRAM gXP®, sRAM BB30, Race Face Cinch

N
EW
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TEchNOLOgy

like ROtOR’s REX cranks, the Hawk is a work 

of engineering built on the principles of 

lightweight and rigid, but Hawk’s modular 

concept offers compatibility that meets – and 

even exceeds – current trends in mountain 

bike technology. Crank arms will be available 

independent of an axle and chainrings; there’s no 

longer a factory  assembled arm+axle, both crank 

arms can be removed from the axle. this way 

the Hawk can be mounted to standard, boost, 

and downhill axles. 

Rubber bumpers protect crank arms against 

wear, and can be customized with a choice of 

seven colors: black, blue, green, yellow, red, pink, 

or orange. New direct mount QX1 chainrings 

for both the Hawk and Raptor feature ROtOR’s 

patented Optimum chainring Position (OCP) 

system to optimize your pedal stroke. swapping 

out chainrings on the fly becomes incredibly easy 

with just an 8mm allen key.

the new Hawk checks all the standard boxes for an  
all  mountain/enduro crank. 
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COMPATIBILITY

]] the Hawk and Raptor are both available in 165/170/175 mm
]] Axle lengths: standard (QF 164mm, chainline 51mm), boost  
(QF 170mm, chainline 54mm), dH (QF 179mm)
]] QX1 ROtOR direct Mount Rings: 26-34t

100% CNC machined from 7055 aluminum alloy weight for a complete 175mm Hawk crankset with standard axle and 30t is 665g.

Available colors

N
EW
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if you knew where you worked hardest in your pedal stroke, how would you use that information 

to your advantage? Nobody applies constant, even force throughout the pedal stroke but we’ve 

been trying to make you a more efficient cyclist for years by orienting your chainring around your 

distinct pedaling style. we offered you 3-5 Optimum chainring Positions (OCP) on our Q-Rings so 

that you could take advantage of your peak power during a pedal rotation. Now we enable you to 

discover for yourself just exactly where and how hard you push when you ride your bike.

TORQUE 360 represents your distribution of force 

throughout a pedal rotation. the graph reveals how 

your force is applied to the pedal during 360º of 

pedaling and yields your Optimum chainring angle.

your OCA value indicates the angular position where 

the work from pedaling is concentrated. this will help 

you understand how you work and will enable you to 

optimize the position of your Q-Rings.

INPOWER tECHNOlOgy
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wHAt MAttERs is iNsiDE
if your pursuit to be faster, stronger, and more competitive mainly 

consists of such ethereal concepts as riding by feel and guessing at 

the source of your power, then you may indeed not know your own 

strengths.  to know them, means you can improve them, which is even 

more true for your weaknesses. in a category all its own, INpower 

is the first multi-discipline power meter inconspicuously integrated 

inside the crank axle. By placing the technology inside the bottom 

bracket, INpower is protected from air-bound rocks and other shocks, 

crashes, and outside contaminants like mud, sand, and clay. INpower 

now affords mountain bikers the same pursuit of physiological gains 

historically enjoyed by road cyclists. 

More about iNpower

Compatible with all 30mm ROTOR cranks

User software

Tool-free battery 
replacement

Universal Bottom Bracket

integrated:  
electronics inside

Optimized 
for Q-Rings
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COMPATIBILITY

]] spider available: 76BCd
]] sizes available: 170/172.5/175mm
]] Battery specifications: AA 1.5 v
]] Estimated battery life: 300 hours riding time
]] weight without batteries: 549g
]] data transmitted: Power, cadence, tORQuE 360, OCA, 
torque effectiveness (left) pedal smoothness (left)
]] Head unit: ANt+™ compatible head units  

http://www.thisisant.com/directory
]] Analysis software: trainingpeaks.com/ROtOR
]] software: ROtOR iNpower user software
]] Material: Aluminum alloy 7055 100% CNC machined
]] Compatibility: bottom brackets BsA, BB89, BB92, BB30, PF30, BBRight, 
Cannondale F-si Ai (spider sold separately), oval and round chainrings, 9, 10, and 
11 speed

DISCOVER WHere yOU PUSH HarDeSt iN yOUr PeDal StrOKe, DESPITE VARYING TERRAIN

How you transfer power off-road will vary as much from the way you ride as to where you ride. iNpower REX 1.1 and 2.1 single chainring 1x cranks place 
power meter technology inside the crank axle where it is protected it from loose rocks and other shocks, crashes, and outside contaminants like mud, 
sand, and clay. if you know your Optimum chainring angle, which you can find with iNpower’s TORQUE 360 and Oca pedal analysis, you can dial in 
your oval QX rings to your advantage. the adventure is often in the unknown but sometimes not, which is why a key feature of iNpower for MTB is its 
data sampling technology, which takes into account abrupt changes in terrain like jumps and drops to accurately measure your power output.
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]] spider available: 110/60BCd
]] sizes available: 170/172.5/175mm
]] Battery specifications: AA 1.5 v
]] Estimated battery life: 300 hours riding time
]] weight without batteries: 562g
]] data transmitted: Power, cadence, tORQuE 360, OCA, 
torque effectiveness (left) pedal smoothness (left)
]] Head unit: ANt+™ compatible head units  

http://www.thisisant.com/directory
]] Analysis software: trainingpeaks.com/ROtOR
]] software: ROtOR iNpower user software
]] Material: Aluminum alloy 7055 100% CNC machined
]] Compatibility: bottom brackets BsA, BB89, BB92, BB30, PF30, BBRight, 
Cannondale F-si Ai (spider sold separately), oval and round chainrings, 9, 10, and 
11 speed

COMPATIBILITY
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]] spider available: 76BCd
]] sizes available: 170/172.5/175mm
]] Battery specifications: AA 1.5 v
]] Estimated battery life: 300 hours riding time
]] weight without batteries: 566g
]] data transmitted: Power, cadence, tORQuE 360, OCA, 
torque effectiveness (left) pedal smoothness (left)
]] Head unit: ANt+™ compatible head units  
http://www.thisisant.com/directory

]] Analysis software: trainingpeaks.com/ROtOR
]] software: ROtOR iNpower user software
]] Material: Aluminum alloy 7075 forged and machined
]] Compatibility: bottom brackets BsA, BB89, BB92, BB30, PF30, BBRight, 
Cannondale F-si Ai (spider sold separately), oval and round chainrings, 9, 10, and 
11 speed

COMPATIBILITY
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]] spider available: 110/60BCd
]] sizes available: 170/172.5/175mm
]] Battery specifications: AA 1.5 v
]] Estimated battery life: 300 hours riding time
]] weight without batteries: 579g
]] data transmitted: Power, cadence, tORQuE 360, OCA,  
torque effectiveness (left) pedal smoothness (left)
]] Head unit: ANt+™ compatible head units  
http://www.thisisant.com/directory

]] Analysis software: trainingpeaks.com/ROtOR
]] software: ROtOR iNpower user software
]] Material: Aluminum alloy 7075 forged and machined
]] Compatibility: bottom brackets BsA, BB89, BB92, BB30, PF30, BBRight, 
Cannondale F-si Ai (spider sold separately), oval and round chainrings, 9, 10, and 
11 speed

COMPATIBILITY
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ROTOR believes that functionality and reliability — not fashion — best define material selection when it comes to crafting its 

cranks. Crank arms cNc-machined from aeronautic-grade 7055 aluminum or cold forged from  

7075-T6 aluminum and combined with proprietary technologies yield cranks with an exceptional stiffness-to-weight ratio that 

can handle some serious pedal stomping and anything else you can throw at them. together with ROTOR’s Universal Bottom 

Bracket (uBB) system, ROTOR cranks offer a performance upgrade opportunity for almost all bikes on the market.

the UBB (Universal Bottom Bracket) system 
allows ROTOR 24 and 30 mm axle cranks 

to be installed in almost any frame in the 
market.

ROTOR’s CNC-machined crank arms are stiffer 
than the competitions’ forged products due to our 
Trinity Drilling system. this process drills three full-
depth holes from axle to pedal, leaving behind a box-
trellised structure (similar to bridges). this affords 
our crank arms superior rigidity and an exceptional 
stiffness-to-weight ratio.

ROTOR’s Twin Leg Concept boasts the stiffest possible crankset 
by balancing the cranks’ left-to-right rigidity. there is no point in 
making an ultra-rigid right crank arm if the left crank arm doesn’t 
measure up. By designing the cranks as a real set — not just two 
individual arms, tlC offers the most balanced cranks possible.
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* special order for these sizes
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*special QX1 spider sold separately

sPiDER BcD OPTiONs
Direct Mount  

chainrings

REX 1.1: 76
REX 1.1: 76  

Cannondale F-si Ai 
REX 1.2: 110/60

REX 2.1: 76 
REX 2.2: 110/60

REX 3.1: 76 
REX 3.2: 110/60 

REX 3.3: 104/64

MaTERiaL
Aluminium alloy t6 

7055 100% CNC 
machined

Aluminum alloy 7055 
100% CNC machined

Aluminum alloy t6 
7075 

forged and machined

Aluminum alloy t6 
7075 

100% CNC machined

aXLE DiaMETER (mm) 30 30 30 24

aXLE MaTERiaL Aluminum Aluminum Aluminum steel

PRELOaD aDJUsTMENT yes yes yes yes

WEighT  
(175 mm, W/O RiNgs)

665g with Direct 
Mount Q-Ring 30T, 

175mm

REX 1.1: 506 g 
REX 1.2: 511 g

REX 2.1: 514 g 
REX 2.2: 521 g

REX 3.1: 532 g 
REX 3.2: 545 g 
REX 3.3: 555 g

aVaiLaBLE aRM LENgThs (mm) 165/170/175 170/172.5/175 170/172.5/175 170 / 172.5 /175

FRaME 
cOMPaTiBiLiTy

caNNONDaLE
F-si ai 

BB30

PF30

BB95

BB89

BB92 

Bsa
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ROTOR’s Universal Bottom Bracket (UBB) concept was designed to eliminate the complicated 

bottom bracket/crank compatibility challenge that has increasingly frustrated the mechanics at 

your lBs. we offer you a UBB solution to fit your bike — regardless of BB type, so you can get 

exactly what you want out of your riding experience.

tHE “yEs” COMPONENt tO  
“iS tHiS cOmPatible WitH my frame?”
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the chart below will help you identify your frame’s BB type. with that information you can determine which ROTOR BB 
and cranks will work with your bike.

FRAME diMENsiON
sHEll widtH

FRAME diMENsiON
iNNER diAMEtER

ROTOR
BOttOM BRACkEt
COMPAtiBility

ROTOR
CRANk
COMPAtiBility

MTB
ThREaDED BB NON ThREaDED BB

D = 37 mm 
BB95

D = 41 mm D = 42 mm D = 46 mm

W=68 mm / 73 mm 
BSA

W=89.5 mm 
BB89

W=92 mm 
BB92

W=68 mm 
BB30 68mm

W=73 mm 
BB30 73mm

W=68 mm 
Pressfit 30 68mm

W=73 mm 
Pressfit 30 73mm

24 MM sPiNDLE

 BB1 BsA 
sABB BsA  Press Fit 4124  BB4224 (30 to 24) MtB  Press Fit 4624 MtB

 REX3 REX3  REX3  REX3  REX3

* * * * *

30 MM sPiNDLE

 BsA30  Press Fit 4130  BB30 BEARiNg kit  uBB4630 PF30 
Press Fit 4630

 
REX1 
REX2  

REX1 
REX2  

REX1 
REX2  

REX1 
REX2

* All shimano compatible
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can i fit a set of QX2 or QX3 rings on my cranks or should i buy ROTOR cranks?

there is  a wide range of Q-Rings and spiders to fit almost all cranks currently on the market, 

please visit our website www.rotorbike.com to check compatibility

Will shifting performance decrease with Q-Rings? 

Absolutely not. Q-Rings are designed to achieve 100% accurate shifting performance.

are Q-Rings compatible with 1X cranks?

yes, we have designed a range of QX1 spiders to work with sRAM, shimano, specialized, and 

Cannondale cranks. 

What is the OCP system?

OcP stands for Optimum chainring Position. Q-Rings are designed to be adjusted to take 

advantage of the area where you apply the most force during a pedal rotation and compensates 

for the least productive part. Q-Rings offer 3 OCP’s for MtB so that you can take advantage of 

your peak power during a pedal rotation.

how do i decide which INpower to buy if i already have ROTOR cranks?

One of the advantages of iNpower is its compatibility with all 30mm ROTOR cranks (FLOW, 3D+ 

and 3D30 road cranks; REX1 and REX2 MtB cranks; and ‘cross-specific 3d+ and 3d30). if you 

already use ROTOR cranks, you have the opportunity to purchase the non-drive-side iNpower 

assembly of your current model (if it isn’t prior to 2013). to complete the installation, you may use 

the drive-side crank assembly that you already have.

Which data related to power are provided by INpower?

iNpower processes and provides values for: Power, cadence, torque Effectiveness and Pedal 

smoothness. A default balance value of 50/50 (assuming a perfectly-balanced cyclist) is also 

shown.

iNpower also calculates and shows additional information that can only be viewed through the 

user software: TORQUE 360 and Oca (Optimum Chainring Angle).

Fa
Q
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